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Abstract

Background—African American adolescent females are at elevated risk for unintended 

pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Dual protection (DP) is defined as 

concurrent prevention of pregnancy and STIs. This can be achieved by abstinence, consistent 

condom use, or the dual methods of condoms plus an effective non-barrier contraceptive. Previous 

clinic-based interventions showed short-term effects on increasing dual method use, but evidence 

of sustained effects on dual method use and decreased incident pregnancies and STIs are lacking.

Methods/Design—This manuscript describes the 2GETHER Project. 2GETHER is a 

randomized controlled trial of a multi-component intervention to increase dual protection use 

among sexually active African American females aged 14–19 years not desiring pregnancy at a 

Title X clinic in Atlanta, GA. The intervention is clinic-based and includes a culturally tailored 

interactive multimedia component and counseling sessions, both to assist in selection of a DP 

method and to reinforce use of the DP method. The participants are randomized to the study 

intervention or the standard of care, and followed for 12 months to evaluate how the intervention 

influences DP method selection and adherence, pregnancy and STI incidence, and participants’ DP 

knowledge, intentions, and self-efficacy.
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Discussion—The 2GETHER Project is a novel trial to reduce unintended pregnancies and STIs 

among African American adolescents. The intervention is unique in the comprehensive and 

complementary nature of its components and its individual tailoring of provider-patient 

interaction. If the trial interventions are shown to be effective, then it will be reasonable to assess 

their scalability and applicability in other populations.
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contraception; reproductive health; unintended pregnancy; sexually transmitted infections; 
adolescents; dual protection

Introduction

Unintended pregnancies and sexually transmitted infections (STI) represent serious, yet 

preventable, public health problems. In the United States (US), more than 75% of all 

pregnancies among adolescents aged 15–19 years are unintended [1], leading to abortion [1] 

and negative outcomes for mothers and children [2–7]. US adolescents aged 14–19 years old 

also have a high prevalence of STIs, with 8.2% having one or more of chlamydia, gonorrhea, 

trichomonas or herpes simplex virus type 2 [8]. These infections can lead to complications 

with lasting sequelae [9–16]. African American adolescents, particularly those in the South, 

have higher birth rates and STI rates than adolescents of other racial and ethnic groups [8, 

17–20].

Unintended pregnancy overwhelmingly results from not using contraception, or from not 

using it correctly and consistently, as opposed to contraceptive failure [21]. The most 

commonly used birth control methods by US adolescents are condoms, followed by oral 

contraceptive pills (OCP) [22], both of which are challenging to use correctly and 

consistently. Barrier methods, namely condoms, are the only contraceptives effective at 

preventing STI transmission, but are associated with a higher rate of pregnancy than non-

barrier methods with typical use [23, 24]. OCPs, which must be taken daily, also are less 

effective under typical use than long acting reversible contraceptives (LARCs), specifically 

hormonal and non-hormonal intrauterine devices (IUDs) and hormonal implants [23]. 

LARCs are also known as user-independent methods because they require no effort to use 

after placement, and are the most effective reversible methods available [25]. However, 

among adolescents using contraceptives in the United States, only 4.3% use LARCs [26].

Dual protection (DP) is the concurrent prevention of unintended pregnancy and STIs. It can 

be achieved through abstinence, consistent condom use, or dual method use of condoms plus 

an effective non-barrier contraceptive [27]. Condoms plus LARCs are recommended by 

many public health and medical organizations as the most effective DP strategy to prevent 

both unintended pregnancy and STIs [28–30]. While LARCs and other hormonal 

contraceptive methods have excellent acceptance and tolerability profiles [31–33], it is vital 

that providers place the needs and preferences of the woman over their desire to promote 

specific methods, especially in populations that have historically been subject to racially-

based reproductive injustice [34, 35]. Furthermore, some studies among adolescents [36, 

37], and African American adolescents specifically, have shown that use of moderately or 
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highly effective non-barrier contraceptive methods may be inversely related to condom use 

[38–40].

The only randomized controlled trial focused on dual method use for adolescents that we 

identified was a trial among African American and Latino adolescents; it combined a video 

promoting safer sex behaviors and individual counseling to work with participants to create 

a plan to reduce STI risk among those who were using or planning to use hormonal 

contraception. At 3 month follow up, average instances of unprotected sex were reduced, but 

there was no effect at 12 months [41]. Another trial of an intervention that included 

adolescents similarly showed a temporary effect in initiating dual method use for dual 

protection [42]. However, neither these nor other studies of counseling to promote dual 

method use have shown decreases in STIs and unintended pregnancy [41–44]. This may be 

due, in part, to failure to adhere to the chosen methods [43, 45]. Formative research we 

conducted with African American adolescents aged 14–19 years in Atlanta indicated that 

planning for sex and use of dual methods or condoms alone were associated with many 

factors, including family and social support, concerns about side effects, male partners’ 

attitudes, relationship status, changes to the relationship and previous experiences of STIs or 

pregnancy [46, 47]. Adolescents’ decisions about DP require balancing social, personal and 

relationship factors that may compete with the desire for and the ability to use DP [46]. 

Many of these factors will continue to change after the selection of a DP strategy, presenting 

new challenges to adherence to the chosen strategy. To sustain the effects of interventions 

promoting DP, it may be necessary to help individuals build skills for overcoming challenges 

to using their DP strategy and providing support as their circumstances and goals change.

This paper describes the design of “2GETHER: The Dual Protection Project,” an innovative, 

multi-component clinic intervention addressing the high rates of STDs and unintended 

pregnancy among African American adolescent females served by a teen health clinic in 

Atlanta, Georgia by increasing dual protection selection and adherence. This patient-

centered project focuses on selection of a dual protection strategy (dual method use, correct 

and consistent condom use or abstinence) to prevent pregnancy and STIs that fits the 

individual needs and goals of the participant and interactive skill-building to apply that 

strategy in her unique context.

Methods

Study overview

This study is called “2GETHER: The Dual Protection Project.” It is an unblinded, two-arm 

randomized controlled trial to determine the effect of a multi-component, clinic-based 

behavioral intervention on the primary outcomes of increased adoption of and adherence to 

an effective DP strategy, and decreased incidence of pregnancy, chlamydia, gonorrhea and 

trichomonas infection in the intervention as compared with the control group. Secondary 

study outcomes include levels of DP knowledge; DP strategy intentions; self-efficacy related 

to contraceptive and condom use; STI testing; and self-efficacy and frequency of partner 

communication about reproductive health.
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African American female adolescent (14–19 years old) participants are followed for 12 

months with study outcomes assessed at enrollment and follow up visits (6 and 12 months 

after enrollment), data collection calls (3 and 9 months after enrollment), and via medical 

chart abstraction for any clinic visits initiated by the participants.

An effective DP strategy is one that can concurrently prevent pregnancy and STIs. This may 

be achieved by abstinence from sexual intercourse; dual method use of condoms plus an 

effective non-barrier contraceptive; or correct and consistent use of condoms. While some 

previous studies have focused on encouraging dual method use only, this study includes 

additional approaches to achieving DP including correct and consistent condom use and 

abstinence to balance the importance of selecting the most efficacious strategy with need to 

support participants in being successful with the strategy that works for them.

Study population, location and personnel

Young women are being recruited from the Grady Health System Teen Services Clinic for 

reproductive health care located in Atlanta, GA. The Teen Services Clinic receives Title X 

Family Planning funding and employs medical providers, nurses, and adult and adolescent 

health educators to provide teen-centered health care and counseling for adolescent and 

young adult male and female patients. Services include birth control; gynecological care; 

pregnancy, STI and HIV testing; STI treatment; HPV vaccines; and sports physicals. 

Participants in this study must be female; be 14–19 years old at enrollment; self-identify as 

African American or black or of mixed race with African American or black; have had 

vaginal sex with a male partner at least once in last 6 months; not be currently pregnant 

(verified by urine pregnancy test); desire to avoid pregnancy for at least 12 months; be HIV 

negative by self-report; plan to be in the study area for the next 12 months; be willing to 

participate in all scheduled study visits and tests; be competent to participate in consenting 

or assenting process per recruiter evaluation; and be willing to provide contact information.

Ethics approval has been obtained from the CDC and Emory University Institutional Review 

Boards, and has been approved by the Grady Health Systems Research Oversight 

Committee.

Enrollment and randomization

After consenting, participants give a urine sample for pregnancy and STI (chlamydia, 

gonorrhea and trichomonas) testing; HIV testing is not provided as part of the study, but may 

occur during routine clinical care. Participants then complete an Audio Computer Assisted 

Self-Interviewing (ACASI)-administered questionnaire–Self-administration has been shown 

to reduce response bias on surveys [48–50]. The baseline ACASI questionnaire collects 

information about demographic characteristics, current and past contraceptive use, current 

and past condom use, history of STIs, sexual behaviors, and core mediators and moderators 

of DP selection and use (e.g. pregnancy intentions, perceptions and attitudes about 

pregnancy and STDs, relationship characteristics, substance abuse, physical and emotional 

abuse history and more).

If a participant has a negative pregnancy test, she is randomized to either the intervention or 

control arm using permuted block randomization. A 1:1 assignment ratio between the study 
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arms is used to maximize efficiency in detecting a difference between the study arms. 

Randomization and concealment of allocation is accomplished by the use of sequentially-

numbered, sealed, opaque envelopes containing the group assignment. Staff and healthcare 

providers are not blinded to assignment.

The pregnancy and STI tests, as well as a condensed version of the enrollment ACASI, are 

completed at the six and 12 months study visits. Participants in both groups are called 3 and 

9 months after enrollment to collect information about contraceptive use, condom use, STIs, 

and sexual behaviors.

Intervention

The intervention studied in the 2GETHER Project is designed to address key barriers and 

facilitators of effective DP strategy selection and adherence, specifically those identified in 

formative research we conducted with members of this population [46, 47]. This formative 

research included a cross-sectional questionnaire and focus group discussions with 

adolescents and providers, and semi-structured interviews with adolescents which informed 

this intervention’s focus on attitudes towards STIs and pregnancy as well as addressing 

barriers to contraception and condom use. The study schema is depicted in Figure 1.

On the day of enrollment, participants randomized to the intervention group engage in a 

three-component clinic visit and intervention: a) multi-media dual protection (MMDP) 

platform, b) one-on-one DP method selection counseling session, and c) one-on-one post-

method selection counseling session to reinforce DP method use. The control group follows 

the clinic’s standard of care for a reproductive health visit. To equalize exposure to medical 

providers between groups, participants in the control group see the same types of providers 

as those in the intervention group, but they do not receive the MMDP and are not counseled 

using the provider guides. Both the intervention and control groups have access to the same 

clinical services, which includes the full range of contraceptive options, STI counseling, 

testing and treatment, and other related services. The standard of care provided at the clinic 

is aligned with recommendations from the Medical Eligibility Criteria, Selected Practice 

Recommendations and Providing Quality Family Planning Services from the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention and the Office of Population Affairs [51] and adheres to the 

Program Requirements for Title X Funded Family Planning Projects [52].

Findings from our formative studies guided the creation of the MMDP platform. These 

identified that participants placed a high value on experiential learning, believed multiple 

myths and misperceptions about sexual health and contraception, were concerned about side 

effects associated with non-barrier contraception and, generally, had not heard of “dual 

protection” but could deduce what it meant [46]. The MMDP begins with a series of 

vignettes delivered by young African American female actors regarding relationships, STI 

prevention, pregnancy prevention, and DP use. The vignettes are “role model stories” that 

show how adolescents can identify and overcome barriers to DP use. The content of the 

MMDP consists of information relevant to making decisions about DP and addresses 

specific concerns identified during the formative study with this population. The MMDP 

explores these issues, providing examples of young African American females dealing with 

diverse situations – including some directly taken from focus group responses – and 
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successfully choosing and implementing the DP strategy that works best for them 

individually.

In addition to the vignettes, the MMDP contains a true/not true game to address common 

myths and misconceptions about pregnancy, contraception and STIs. It also contains 

informational slides on contraceptive methods that provide opportunities for detailed 

exploration about methods regarding efficacy, ease of use, privacy, pros and cons, common 

side effects and tips for managing these. The MMDP contains a visual aid for comparing DP 

strategies according to how well they could work to concurrently prevent pregnancy and STI 

prevention. The concept of condom use being better when used together with a LARC or 

other hormonal contraceptive is introduced. Lastly, the MMDP includes reflection questions 

about what a participant may want from a contraceptive method, her future plans, and her 

current condom use and level of communication with her partners. The answers to these 

reflection questions are used to tailor the DP method selection and post-DP method selection 

counseling sessions that follow the MMDP.

After completing the MMDP, the participant engages in a one-on-one DP method selection 

counseling session with a medical provider. Responses to questions on the MMDP are 

incorporated into a guide received by providers upon participant completion of the MMDP. 

This guide is used as a starting point for further discussion and is designed to encourage the 

participant to explore her goals and feelings regarding pregnancy, STIs, her relationship, and 

her desires regarding DP. The provider works interactively with the participant to select a DP 

strategy that she feels will work best for her using information introduced during the MMDP 

(e.g., how well the strategy could work, condoms as important for STI prevention and even 

better when used with another non-barrier method, side effect management) as well as the 

participant’s own assessment of her pregnancy and STI risk and importance for DP. After 

she has selected the DP strategy that works best for her, the patient receives any necessary 

medical care (e.g., STI testing, prescription for or placement of a method).

After selecting a DP strategy, participants engage in a one-on-one post-DP method selection 

counseling session with a nurse educator, addressing skills and strategies to promote 

consistent use of the DP approach the participant selected. This session is highly interactive, 

involves a variety of activities (e.g., role plays, condom use demonstrations), and is framed 

around the participant’s life goals and how being successful with DP could support her in 

reaching these goals. It focuses on DP adherence and application to the participant’s unique 

context including communicating with her partner(s) about DP. It encourages the participant 

to not only predict challenges she may have in using her DP strategy but also to identify 

potential solutions to those challenges for herself. Finally, participants are encouraged to 

return to the clinic for ongoing DP support or if she’d like to change her DP strategy.

The counseling sessions with both the medical provider and nurse educator use motivational 

interviewing techniques to facilitate the discussions around DP. The counseling in this 

intervention does not strictly follow the motivational interviewing protocol as described by 

Miller [53], but is based on similar principles. These include empathetic listening, fostering 

intrinsic motivation for change, and developing discrepancies between patient’s behavior 

and their goals. To put these principles in practice, the counseling sessions utilize techniques 
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including reflective listening, open-ended questions and affirming statements, while 

avoiding assigning blame or giving directions without the patient’s request. All providers 

and educators conducting counseling are trained with a focus on these principles before 

beginning work on the intervention. During training, counseling sessions are taped and 

feedback provided to ensure application of the principles and techniques as stated. Ongoing 

training and supervision meetings are conducted with nurse educators and providers.

All participants return to the clinic approximately 6 months after the Enrollment visit for 

Study Visit 2. After data collection, intervention participants receive an abbreviated booster 

version of the MMDP focused on DP strategies and strategy adherence followed by a one-

on-one health education and counseling session with the health educator to reinforce skills 

for correct and consistent use of the DP strategy. Control participants follow the clinic’s 

standard of care.

Intervention group participants also receive booster counseling sessions from the nurse 

educator via phone four times over the 12 month follow-up period. In these sessions, nurse 

educators work interactively with participants to support ongoing correct and consistent DP 

use by discussing successes, challenges and plans for the future. Control group participants 

receive calls from study staff on the same schedule to remind them of their appointments and 

to update their contact information.

Participants from both groups have access to the clinic outside of the study visits as needed, 

and are specifically encouraged to return to the clinic for concerns about their DP strategy, 

and if they are thinking about switching their DP strategy or have STI symptoms.

Non-planned visits to the clinic follow the clinic’s standard of care. In case of an STI 

diagnosis, this includes providing information about the diagnosis, treatment, partner 

notification, prevention of future STIs and condom use, and future STI testing. For visits 

related to either an STI diagnosis or to switch contraceptive method, intervention group 

participants receive counseling reinforcing key messages about DP in addition to counseling 

provided according the standard of care. For contraceptive changes specifically, participants 

receive specialized counseling that attempts to assess and address her reasons for 

dissatisfaction with her current method, and if indicated, assist the participant in choosing 

the alternate DP strategy that is most effective while meeting her individual needs and 

desires. When possible, the participants see the same provider they saw during their 

enrollment visit.

Participant communication

Loss to follow up is a major issue affecting the power and validity of RCTs [54, 55]. This is 

especially true when the intervention plans to follow an adolescent population, as borne out 

by previous efforts to test interventions that promote dual method use [41]. As such, this 

study uses a broad spectrum of communication options, according to the participant’s 

preference, to establish and maintain contact with participants and reduce loss to follow up. 

These include texting, email, phone calls and social media (e.g. Facebook, Kik, etc.). Many 

of these methods are mobile phone based, taking advantage of teens’ high levels of mobile 

phone ownership and engagement [56].
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Statistical methods

Power analysis and sample size—We plan to enroll 710 participants, randomized in a 

1:1 ratio to the intervention arm and the control arm. This study is powered based on the 

number of participants needed to compare the incidence of unintended pregnancy, 

chlamydia, gonorrhea, and trichomonas infection in the two study arms given the baseline 

incidence of these outcomes. The calculations use the method described by Lachin and 

Foulkes [57] for a two-sided log-rank test (α=0.05). Using an estimated loss to follow-up 

rate of 35% and an expected incidence of 35% (249 events) in the control arm, a total 

sample size of 710 would allow us to detect a hazard ratio of 0.65 with 80% power and two-

sided. This would correspond to an incidence of 24.4% (173 events) in the intervention arm.

Analysis plan

Primary outcomes—An intent-to-treat analysis will be used to assess the effect of the 

intervention on each primary outcome, including selection of an effective DP strategy, self-

reported consistent use of an effective DP strategy during the previous 3 months and first 

occurrence of pregnancy or an STD (chlamydia infection, gonorrhea infection or 

trichomonas infection). To evaluate the efficacy of the behavioral intervention in increasing 

selection of an effective DP strategy, compared to standard clinical practice, the endpoint 

measured will be selection of an effective DP strategy, defined as either abstinence, an 

effective non-barrier contraceptive method (hormonal contraceptive or copper IUD) used 

with condoms, or correct and consistent condom use only. The difference in the proportion 

of participants in each study arm selecting an effective DP strategy, as measured at each 

scheduled data collection call or visit (intervention, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months), will be tested 

using Pearson’s chi-square tests and modeled as a binary outcome using generalized linear 

mixed models to account for repeated measures and to evaluate confounding by 

demographic, behavioral, and clinical characteristics. It will also be modeled as a 

multinomial outcome to evaluate differences in the proportions of participants choosing each 

type of DP strategy.

To assess the intervention’s effect on adherence to an effective DP strategy, the proportions 

of participants self-reporting consistent use of an effective DP strategy during the last 3 

month time period and those self-reporting use of DP strategy at last sex will be compared 

using Pearson’s chi-square tests at each scheduled follow-up data collection call or visit (3, 

6, 9 and 12 months). The mean estimated proportion of time adherent will be calculated at 

each scheduled data collection time point and compared by study arm using Wilcoxon rank-

sum tests. These endpoints will also be modeled using generalized linear mixed models to 

account for repeated measures and to evaluate for confounding.

To evaluate the efficacy of the behavioral intervention in decreasing incidence of pregnancy 

and STIs compared to standard clinical practice, we will use the time from study enrollment 

to the first occurrence of pregnancy, chlamydia infection, gonorrhea infection or 

trichomonas infection, as a single time-to-event outcome by date of lab test. These tests will 

occur at each scheduled follow-up visit (6 and 12 months), but may also occur at 

unscheduled interim visits. If participants have received STI and/or pregnancy tests 

elsewhere during the study period, study staff will request they fill out a medical records 
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request to include in the analysis. A 2-sided log-rank test will be used to compare the 

incidence in the two arms. The Kaplan-Meier method will be used to estimate the 

cumulative incidence of a biologic event by 12 months in each study arm. Cox proportional 

hazards regression will be used to estimate a hazard ratio and confidence interval comparing 

the study arms. Numerous demographic, behavioral, and clinical variables will be collected 

through the ACASI questionnaire, and evaluated as potential confounders which may need 

to be included in a multivariable model to calculate an adjusted hazard ratio for the 

intervention.

Secondary outcomes—Secondary outcomes will include levels of knowledge related to 

contraception and STIs, intentions to use dual protection to prevent pregnancy and STIs, 

frequency of communication with partner on reproductive health topics, and self-efficacy 

related to contraceptive use; condom use; STI testing; and communication with partners. 

These outcomes will be measured at follow-up data collection calls and visits (at 3, 6, 9 and 

12 months of follow up). Secondary outcomes will be assessed by study arm using 

appropriate summary measures (e.g., proportions, means, and percentiles), compared using 

Pearson’s chi-square tests for categorical outcomes or Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for 

continuous outcomes, and modeled using generalized linear mixed models to account for 

repeated measures.

Discussion

Previous studies of behavioral interventions designed to increase the use of DP (via dual 

method use exclusively or including consistent condom use) that have included US 

adolescents have consisted of an intervention at enrollment and again during follow up 

within the next two months. These interventions have shown promising effects on selection 

and short-term use of dual methods [41, 42, 44]. Despite this, those reporting long-term (12 

months or longer) results have not consistently shown sustained effects [41, 42], and none 

have demonstrated an effect on biological outcomes (STIs and/or unintended pregnancy) 

[41–44], although they may have lacked a large enough sample to do so. While some of 

these trials focused on dual methods for DP, our study tries to achieve DP through a wider 

variety of methods. Ultimately, the goal of these interventions and of our own is to prevent 

unintended pregnancy and STI through dual protection.

The 2GETHER Project is designed to respond to the needs of the individuals in the 

community served, with the clinic becoming more comprehensive and engaged in 

addressing an individual participant’s needs and goals. The population our intervention 

targets is young, and their lives – along with the factors that influence their decisions 

regarding DP – are frequently changing. Important themes identified in formative research 

include the importance of relationship factors and experiential learning when making 

decisions about DP. These themes led to the creation of the MMDP and the hands-on and 

interactive nature of the intervention counseling.

This trial uses multiple components to provide relevant information and to promote the 

selection of an effective DP strategy. Instead of a discrete intervention inserted into a routine 

visit, the components of this intervention inform each interaction between various clinic 
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providers and the patient, and they are personalized in response to information provided by 

participants. This patient-centered approach transforms the clinic experience by supporting 

the DP choice made by the participant, by being proactive in engaging with participants after 

the initial encounter, by using several approaches simultaneously, by maintaining consistent 

messaging throughout and by acknowledging that personal contexts that foster DP use can 

change over time, as can one’s DP strategy. It is designed to maintain the short-term 

improvements in DP strategy selection and adherence seen in prior studies and set the stage 

for long term prevention of pregnancy and STIs. This trial also benefits the community by 

expanding the clinic’s capacity to provide clinical care, irrespective of the efficacy of the 

studied intervention.

The multi-component nature of this intervention means that we do not have the ability to test 

whether any individual component is the driver for the measured effect of the overall 

intervention. However, the multi-component nature of the study is also its strength, as we 

expect that the components will work synergistically to improve reproductive health 

outcomes in the population studied. This intervention should be adaptable to other locations 

and populations. Individual components, especially the MMDP, but also the provider guides, 

are readily applicable to other clinics serving similar populations and can be adapted to other 

populations, although additional research would be necessary to demonstrate their efficacy. 

Other strengths of this study include the randomized controlled trial design and the 

enrollment of a well-defined, high-risk population. If recruitment goals are met, our study 

will have the largest cohort of high-risk young adults engaged in an intervention designed to 

promote dual protection. The comprehensive nature of the intervention and the sustained 

engagement with participants has the potential to effect long term improvements in the 

reproductive health of its target population as well as the sample size to demonstrate its 

significance.

There is a clear and urgent need to identify and test novel interventions designed to enhance 

DP uptake and its consistent use among African American adolescent females in the 

Southern United States, a population with particularly high rates of STIs and unintended 

pregnancies. If successful, this intervention can be applicable to other settings that serve 

African-American and other groups of adolescents at high risk, to enhance DP rates, and 

ultimately reduce unintended pregnancy and STI rates among this vulnerable population.

Trial status

This trial is currently open and in active enrollment.

Abbreviations

ACASI Audio Computer Assisted Self-Interviewing

DMPA Depot Medroxyprogesterone Acetate

DP Dual Protection

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
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IUD Intrauterine Device

LARC Long Acting Reversible Contraceptive

MMDP Multi-media dual protection interactive program

OCP Oral Contraceptive Pill

STI Sexually Transmitted Infection
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Figure 1. 
2GETHER study overview. Flow diagram displays recruitment through study completion.

ACASI: Audio Computer Assisted Self-Interviewing

STI: Sexually transmitted infection

DP: Dual protection
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